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In 1920 Lucian Ercolani, my Grandfather, had the courage of his 
convictions to create his own company.  Aged just 32 he borrowed 
the money to build a factory in High Wycombe, the heartland of 
English chair making and the home of the Windsor chair. Lucians’ 
vision was about designing and manufacturing beautifully crafted 
furniture that would be fit for purpose and timeless in design. 

It took an Italian’s passion to see the beauty and classicism of the 
English vernacular Windsor chair. In the 1950s Lucian turned the 
simple country chair into a kaleidoscope of chair designs from the 
very simple dining chair to large and exceptionally crafted sofas.

Lucian’s genius was not only in design but also in manufacturing. 
He designed machines and processes that took the chair from the 
hands of the makers of single chairs in the beech woods into the 
factory and the world of mass-production. He devised methods 
to enable the steam bending of solid timbers into Windsor bows 
in multiples for production.  And at the same moment Lucian 
preserved the beauty and quality of the Windsor chair whilst 
making its simplicity and beauty widely available.

The vision has formed the basis of ercol ethos today and has been 
carried through four generations of his family to where we are 
now working with 180 people in our 16,000 square metre factory 
in the UK, still privately owned and managed. 

Nearly 100 years after it was founded Ercol will continue to 
innovative in design and manufacturing, ensuring that its furniture 
is the perfect result of hand-craftsmanship and technology.

Edward Tadros, Chairman of ercol

Sanding an Evergreen chair bow that 
has been steam bent and shaped by 
hand. The incredible dexterity of our 
craftsman creates a perfect component 
for one of ercol’s classic easy chairs.

ercol.com
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Steam bent bows for ercol chairs have 
been made in the thousands in our 
factory over the last 70 years.

The years of training show in the 
skill of the hand and the eye of the 
craftsman as he creates another 
chairmakers chair.

We use only water-borne colours 
and lacquers to finish all our 
furniture in our factory; clean and 
good for the environment.

Our investment in the best and latest technologies 
blends naturally with the quality of our time served 
craftsman and women. They are working in a sustainable 
atmosphere with natural light and good ventilation.
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Lucian R Ercolani, or the “Old Man”, as he is affectionately 
known in the company, founded ercol in 1920. Born in Italy in 
1888, Lucian’s family moved to London in the 1890s where 
he studied drawing, design and the theory and construction 
of furniture at night school. Lucian was responsible for ercol’s 
furniture designs for many years, drawing inspiration from the 
Chiltern Hills, where he lived and built his first factory. 

Hlynur Vagn Atlason is a designer from Iceland. Atlason 
operates his eponymous design firm in Manhattan, practicing 
his specific method of design. One that is deeply informed 
by research, brand and craft. Atlason and his team have 
developed a process allowing them to transition seamlessly 
between a broad spectrum of projects and product 
categories.  What sits at the centre of Atlason’s approach is 
curiosity, love for design and the desire to keep improving. 
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Dylan Freeth has been part of the ercol design 
studio since 2011.  As part of the design team 
Dylan consistently designs and develops award-
winning furniture for the international market, 
having received Design Guild Marks for Romana, 
Marino and Modulo in 2014, 2016 and 2017.
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Intimately associated with the revival of the British 
furniture design scene, Matthew Hilton is one of 
the most respected designers having been awarded 
Designer of the Year at The British Design Awards 2008. 
His involvement with ercol and the stunning Treviso 
desk showcases his love for classic design features.
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An eclectic designer known for an untiring 
curiosity in her search for matters and materials. 
Paola Navone’s designs reflect a combination of 
flavours and colours of the southern hemisphere 
together with the taste and forms of the west; rich 
in traditions, open and continuously in movement.

D E S I G N E R S
Our philosophy of remaining at the forefront of 
continued excellence and international innovative 
furniture design, sees the ercol design studio collaborate 
with exciting design projects. Each of our design partners 
supports the ercol design ethos of classic, timeless appeal 
and continues to add to our stunning, global portfolio.
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Born in Japan, Tomoko Azumi trained as an architect before 
later studying furniture design at the Royal College of Art. 
Following a ten year partnership at AZUMI, Tomoko opened 
t.n.a. Design Studio in 2005. Her designs are synonymous 
with both stunning form and superb functionality, improving 
the quality of everyday life through visual aesthetic.
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427 von chair 
427TR von workchairs
420 von magazine table

In 2018 we are proud and excited to be 
launching the VON Collection designed by Hlynur 
Atlason. We commissioned Hlynur to look at one 

of Lucian Ercolani’s classics from the archive of 
1956, the 427 chair, and design his response fit for 
the 21st century. Hlynur has created a beautiful, 
practical and innovative collection with all the 

authenticity and heritage of ercol. 

Increasingly, we are removing obstacles in 
the pursuit of a fluid lifestyle. The boundaries 

between home, work and leisure are blurring. The 
VON collection is designed to bring the comfort 
and warmth of home to places that traditionally 

lack in this sensibility, without compromising 
any of the functionality that we have come to 

expect from furniture used in a contract setting. 
The VON collection can be configured to meet 

human needs at home, at work and at play.

We greatly admired the industrial background 
of Atlason Studios and feel that Hlynur’s heavily 
research driven design process is an extremely 
important factor in ensuring the Von Collection 

will work across these three areas of life.    

“When designing the VON collection, we 
set out with specific goals in mind: To offer 

a warm natural material palette and friendly 
forms, made with construction typologies 

found in the ercol archives. And, while being 
a highly functional system, the collection 

should generate the feeling of home, when 
configured in any space.”  - Hlynur V. Atlason
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427 von chairs
427AR von chair
427AL von chair

427A von armchair
420 von magazine table

428 von bench with pad
450 originals loveseat
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427 von chairs
420 von magazine table
428 von bench with pad

Re lax
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427AR von chair 
427 von chairs
427AL von chair 428 von bench with pad
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Soc ia l i se

427A von armchairs
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O R I G I N A L S
The ercol Originals collection boasts iconic pieces, first launched in 
the 1950s and 60s. Many have remained in constant production since 
and several have recently been lovingly updated, remaining true to 
their original design. With the beauty and colour of solid beech, elm 
and walnut, the entire range represents timeless and classic design.

402 butterfly chair392 stacking chairs
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1877 originals windsor chair
3384 originals drop leaf table 
425 originals saddle stool

1663 svelto stacking bar stool
1547A holland park armchair
124 svelto lamp table
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450 originals loveseat
911 originals chairmakers chair
363 originals room divider

206 originals easy chair
355 originals studio couch
459 originals coffee table
354 originals nest of tables
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R H O
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Rho upholstery 
collection follows his ethos of designing furniture to 
be practical, functional and aesthetically beautiful. A 
refined combination of the graphic solid oak frame 
balanced with deep, soft cushions and a curvaceous 
upholstered back rest.

2369/2 rho medium sofa
2369/3 rho large sofa
900 modulo cabinet 
354 originals nest of tables
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M O D U L O
A collection of contemporary modular cabinets refined in 
design, includes a wide low sideboard and a single cabinet with 
flexibility to stack and suit your storage requirements. The new 
modulo collection is made of solid white oak, attention to detail 
with dovetail jointed cabinets and beautifully crafted textured 
doors and drawers. This sleek cabinet is available in 3 finishes, 
Oak, Chestnut and Black, to offset the oak doors and drawers.

modulo cabinet detail
900, 903 and 902 
modulo stack of cabinets
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700/3 marino sofa 
459 originals coffee table 

700 marino chair
354 originals nest of tables

M A R I N O
Marino created in solid ash timber, references the qualities 
and features of ercol design classics through a considered 
design aesthetic. Its elegance and flowing lines, featuring 
turned elements, combined with exceptional craftsmanship 
create a striking, contemporary armchair and sofas.
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P O N T E  &  F L OW
The Ponte table is a striking extending dining table with 
an engineered oak top. A stunning aluminium frame spans 
between solid oak legs, the silent glide end pull reveals a 
generous additional leaf. Hand-finished through-tenons and 
a subtle undercut edge profile on the oak top, mark this 
out as a new generation of ercol table bringing together old 
and new technologies. Complementing the Ponte table, the 
beautiful Flow chair made with solid steam bent beech is 
designed to be timeless and durable.

800 flow chairs 
919 ponte large extending table800 flow chairs
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1780/3 nest large sofa 
1780/2 nest small sofa  
459 originals coffee table

N E S T  B Y  PAO L A  N AVO N E

A unique design, with a striking steam bent beech 
frame, cradles deep cushions in an assortment of 
sumptuous textural fabrics, to create an extrovertly 
designed, yet exceptionally comfortable set of sofas.  
The Nest represents an illustrious collaboration 
between Paola Navone and the ercol design team.
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2360 pero desk
801 flow chair with walnut seat

P E RO
A collection of contemporary pieces designed by 
Matthew Hilton for ercol. The new Pero desk, low 
shelving unit and tall shelving unit, made of solid 
white oak, are designed with a light touch using 
a considered collation of modern materials that 
make the surfaces appear to float.

2361 pero tall shelving unit 
1780/2 nest small sofa
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T R E V I S O
The Treviso desk designed by Matthew Hilton captures 
an element of architectural character, combined with a 
timeless elegance, amplified through the natural beauty 
of solid, pale oak or rich, dark walnut. The perfect pairing 
with a Butterfly Chair from the Originals collection.

2335 treviso desk
2335 treviso desk 
402 butterfly chair
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RO M A N A
The Romana range is beautifully sophisticated and understated, 
with soft contemporary outlines and smooth edges, crafted from 
solid oak. Sculpted curves add subtle detailing across joints, whilst 
shaped edges and surfaces reflect the flowing lines of ercol’s 
iconic Originals design.

2648 romana large sideboard
2640 small romana table  
3355 originals all-purpose chairs
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L A R A  &  L U C A
Designed by Dylan Freeth, the Lara and Luca range 
are a robust, tactile but minimal collection made in 
solid ash and designed for cafes, restaurants, bars, 
but perfectly at home anywhere. The chair stacks 
for easy use and convenience. It is also available as 
a stool and with a range of accompanying tables.

1790 lara chairs 
1795 luca table

1790 lara chairs
1797 luca round tables
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1792 lara bar stools 402 originals butterfly chairs
1790 lara chairs
1795 luca tables
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VON

Finishes 
Available in matt (DM)

427 chair 
solid ash
1427 chair 
solid walnut
49cm/19.3” seat height

64cm / 25.2”w 
74cm / 29.1”d 
82cm / 32.3”h 

427A armchair 
solid ash
1427A armchair 
solid walnut
49cm/19.3” seat height

81cm / 32”w 
74cm / 29.1”d 
82cm / 32.3”h 

427AR chair right arm
solid ash
1427AR chair right arm 
solid walnut
49cm/19.3” seat height

73cm / 28.7”w 
74cm / 29.1”d 
82cm / 32.3”h 

427 TR work chair right 
solid ash
1427 TR work chair right 
solid walnut
49cm/19.3” seat height

84cm / 33.1”w 
74cm / 29.1”d 
82cm / 32.3”h 

427TL work chair left 
solid ash
1427TL work chair left 
solid walnut
49cm/19.3” seat height

84cm / 33.1”w 
74cm / 29.1”d 
82cm / 32.3”h 

427AL chair left arm
solid ash
1427AL chair left arm
solid walnut
49cm/19.3” seat height

73cm / 28.7”w 
74cm / 29.1”d 
82cm / 32.3”h 

420 magazine table 
solid ash
1420 magazine table 
solid walnut

71cm / 28”w 
71cm / 28”d 
48cm / 18.9”h 

428 bench with pad 
solid ash
1428 bench with pad 
solid walnut

150cm / 59.1”w 
55cm / 21.7”d 
48cm / 18.9”h 

walnut

DM DM

ash

Lounge

burgundy

BY

black

BK

OC
white

indigo

WT

IN
rose

PN

GN

oceanic forest green

Available in colours

1662 originals bar stool with back



burgundy

BY

black

BK

OC
white

indigo

WT

IN
rose

PN

GN

oceanic forest green

Available in colours

ROMANA

NEST FLOW

2642 large extending table 
solid oak
8-10 seats 
275cm/108.25” extended

1780/3 large sofa 
solid beech
48cm/19” seat height 

800 flow chair 
solid beech
801 flow chair with 
walnut seat 
solid beech+walnut
46cm/18” seat height 
 

210cm / 82.75”w 
100cm / 39.25”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

205cm / 80.75”w 
93cm / 36.5”d 
94cm / 37”h 

49cm / 19.25”w 
53cm / 20.75”d 
76cm / 30”h 

2641 medium extending table 
solid oak
6-8 seats
200cm/78.75” extended

155cm / 61”w 
90cm / 35.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

2640 small extending table 
solid oak
4-6 seats
155cm/61” extended

110cm / 43.25”w 
90cm / 35.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

2648 large sideboard 
solid oak

160cm / 63”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

1780/2 small sofa 
solid beech
48cm/19” seat height 

2647 two door sideboard 
solid oak

108cm / 42.5”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

136cm / 53.5”w 
93cm / 36.5”d 
94cm / 37”h 

2646 small sideboard 
solid oak

108cm / 42.5”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

2649 coffee table 
solid oak

100cm / 39.25”w 
50cm / 19.75”d 
42cm / 16.5”h 

2650 lamp table 
solid oak

45cm / 17.75”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
60cm / 23.5”h 

2653 highboard 
solid oak

108cm / 42.5”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
132cm / 52”h

2651 IR tv unit 
solid oak

108cm / 42.5”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
55cm / 21.75”h 

2655 IR tv unit wide 
solid oak

160cm / 63”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
55cm / 21.75”h 

oak

DM
Available in

beech+walnutbeech beech

Available in Available in

Also available in all colours  
and half colours.  
See page 46 for swatches

black

DM DM DMBK

half 
burgundy

BX

ORIGINALS

206 easy chair 
solid beech
40cm/15.75” seat height

71cm / 28”w 
93cm / 36.75”d
90cm / 35.5”h

392 stacking chair 
solid elm+beech
47cm/18.5” seat height 

45cm / 17.75”w 
49cm / 19.25”d 
80cm /31.5”h 

402 butterfly chair * 
elm veneer ply+beech
47cm/18.5” seat height 

51cm / 20”w 
46cm / 18”d 
82cm / 32.5”h 

425 saddle stool 
solid elm+beech
42cm/16.5” seat height

36cm / 14.25”w 
27cm / 10.75”d 
42cm / 16.5”h 

911 chairmakers chair 
solid elm+beech
42cm/16.5” seat height

60cm / 23.5”w 
63cm / 24.75”d 
111cm / 43.75”h

912 chairmakers rocker 
solid elm+beech
40cm/15.75” seat height

60cm / 23.5”w 
76cm / 30”d 
107cm / 42.25”h 

1667 bar stool * 
1666 bar stool low * 
solid ash+beech

39cm / 15.25”w 
37cm / 14.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 
65cm / 25.5”h 

39cm / 15.25”w 
40cm / 15.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 
65cm / 25.5”h 

1662 bar stool with back * 
1669 bar stool with back low * 
solid ash+beech

1875 quaker chair 
solid ash
45cm/17.75” seat height 

1875A quaker armchair 
solid ash
45cm/17.75” seat height 

355 studio couch 
solid elm+beech
46cm/18” seat height 

3355 all-purpose chair 
solid elm+beech
47cm/18.5” seat height 

459 coffee table 
solid ash+beech
460 coffee table  
solid walnut+beech

382 plank table * 
solid elm+beech

65cm / 25.5”w 
60cm / 23.5”d 
103cm / 40.5”h 

206cm / 81”w 
88cm / 34.75”d 
85cm / 33.5”h 

46cm / 18”w 
47cm / 18.5”d 
83cm / 32.75”h 

105cm / 41.25”w 
50cm / 19.75”d 
37cm / 14.5”h

152cm / 59.75”w 
76cm / 30”d 
73cm / 28.75”h 

1877 windsor dining chair 
solid ash
45cm/17.75” seat height 

450 loveseat * 
solid elm+beech
1450 loveseat  
solid walnut+beech
47cm/18.5” seat height 

3384 drop leaf table * 
solid elm+beech

1877A windsor armchair 
solid ash
45cm/17.75” seat height 

363 room divider 
solid elm+beech

49cm / 19.25”w 
55cm / 21.75”d 
92cm / 36.25”h 

117cm / 46”w 
53cm / 20.75”d 
82cm / 32.25”h 

62-120cm /  
24.5-47.25”w 
110cm / 43.5”d 
73cm / 28.75”h

64cm / 25.25”w 
55cm / 21.75”d 
92cm / 36.25”h 

88cm / 34.75”w 
41cm / 16.25”d 
183cm / 72”h

49cm / 19.25”w 
60cm / 23.5”d 
103cm /40.5”h 

beech+elmbeech+walnut

beech+ashbeech

ash

Finishes
Available in matt (DM)

half
indigo

IG

half
rose

PG
354 nest of tables 
solid elm+beech
3543 nest of tables 
solid walnut+beech

67cm / 26.25”w 
51cm / 20”d 
40cm / 15.75”h

BG

OH

half  
black

half  
oceanic

half  
forest green

half  
white

WH

GH

Available in half colours*

stained chestnut

Available in stained chestnut (DA)
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MARINO

HOLLAND PARK TREVISO

1547 chair 
solid beech 
47cm/18.5” seat height

49cm / 19.25”w 
51cm / 20”d 
83cm / 32.25”h 

2334 desk 
solid oak 
2335 desk 
solid walnut

122cm / 48”w 
59cm / 23.25”d 
86cm / 33.75”h 

1547A armchair 
solid beech 
47cm/18.5” seat height

52cm / 20.5”w 
51cm / 20”d 
83cm / 32.25”h

2361 tall shelving unit 
solid oak

90cm / 35.5”w 
35cm / 14”d 
210cm / 82.75”h 

2366 low shelving unit 
solid oak

90cm / 35.5”w 
35cm / 14”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

2360 desk 
solid oak

100cm / 39.5”w 
60cm / 23.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

700/3 large sofa 
solid ash
46cm/18” seat height

215cm / 84.75”w 
85cm / 33.5”d 
86cm / 34”h 

700/2 medium sofa 
solid ash
46cm/18” seat height

152cm / 60”w 
85cm / 33.5”d 
86cm / 34”h 

700 chair 
solid ash
46cm/18” seat height 

75cm / 29.5”w 
85cm / 33.5”d 
86cm / 34”h 

701 footstool 
solid ash

59cm / 23.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
39cm / 15.5”h 

Also available  
in all colours  
See page 46 for swatches

walnut

Available in timbers

oak

oak black

black

white

white

beech

Available in
DM DM

DM BK

BKDM

WT

WT

DM

Available in 

chestnut

DA

chestnut

DA

chestnut

DA

oceanic forest green

OC GN

oceanic forest green

OC GN

ash

RHO

SVELTO

125 open shelves 
solid oak
128 open shelves 
solid walnut

44cm / 17.25”w 
47cm / 18.5”d 
144cm / 56.75”h 

124 lamp table 
solid oak 
127 lamp table 
solid walnut

50cm dia / 19.75” 
50cm / 19.75” h

123 coffee table 
solid oak
126 coffee table 
solid walnut

95cm dia / 37.5” 
44cm / 17.25”h

136 round stacking stool 
solid oak

49cm dia / 19.25” 
45cm / 17.75”h

1663 stacking barstool 
solid oak

43cm / 17”w 
49cm / 19.25”d 
70cm / 27.5”h 

walnutoak

DM DM
Available in

2369/3 large sofa 
solid oak legs
48cm/19” seat height

200cm / 78.75”w 
100cm / 39.5”d 
74cm / 29.25”h 

2369/2 medium sofa 
solid oak legs 
48cm/19” seat height

140cm / 55.25”w 
100cm / 39.5”d 
74cm / 29.25”h 

2369/1 chair 
solid oak legs 
48cm/19” seat height

82cm / 32.5”w 
100cm / 39.5”d 
74cm / 29.25”h 

EVERGREEN

1913 easy chair 
solid beech 
48cm/19” seat height

77cm / 30.25”w 
89cm / 35”d 
108cm / 42.5”h

1205 footstool 
solid beech 

54cm /21.25”w 
54cm / 21.25”d 
41cm / 16.25”h

blackoak

DM BK
Available in

beech

Available in
DM

black white oceanic forest green

BK WT OC GNDA

burgundy

BY

indigo

IN

rose

PN

stained 
chestnut

burgundy

BY

indigo

IN

rose

PN

rose

PN

burgundy

BY

indigo

IN



MODULO

900 LH door/ drawer 
solid oak 

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

900 B/ M/ T 

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

Example 1: 
902 B
903 T

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
124cm / 48.5”h 

Example 2: 
902 B
903 M
902 T

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
178cm / 70”h 

908 large cabinet 
solid oak

182cm / 71.75”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

901 RH door/ drawer 
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

901 B/ M/ T 

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

903 RH door/ wide adjustable shelf 
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

903 B/ M/ T 

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

904 RH drawer/ narrow  
adjustable shelf 
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

904 B/ M/ T  

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

906 LH narrow adjustable shelf/ 
wide adjustable shelf
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

906 B/ M/ T

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

907 RH narrow adjustable shelf/ 
wide adjustable shelf
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

907 B/ M/ T

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

902 LH door/ wide adjustable shelf 
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

902 B/ M/ T 

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
69cm / 27.25”h 

905 LH drawer/ narrow  
adjustable shelf 
solid oak

130cm / 51.25”w 
45cm / 17.75”d 
53cm / 21”h 

905 B/ M/ T 

black chestnutoak

oak

DM

DM

BK DA

Cabinets available in

Doors and drawers avaliable in 

Ordering Stacking Units:
When ordering units for stacking please 
specify each unit’s position with the 
relevant letter after the product code 
eg 906T
 
Base unit – B     
Middle unit – M     
Top unit – T

FORMAPONTE

919 large extending table 
solid oak
300cm/118” extended

923 chair 
solid oak 
46cm/18” seat height

220cm / 86.5”w 
100cm / 39.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

48cm / 19”w 
50cm / 19.75”d 
79cm / 31”h 

chestnutoak oak

DM DM DA
Available in Available in

LARA

LUCA

1791 counter stool 
solid ash

1795 table 
solid ash

1797 round table 
solid ash

42cm / 16.5”w 
33cm / 13”d 
65cm / 25.5”h 

75cm / 29.5”w 
75cm / 29.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h

100cm / 29.5”w 
100cm / 29.5”d 
75cm / 29.5”h

1792 bar stool 
solid ash

42cm / 16.5”w 
33cm / 13”d 
75cm / 29.5”h 

1790 chair 
solid ash
47cm/18.5” seat height

49cm / 19.25”w 
46cm / 18.25”d 
78cm / 30.75”h 

blackash

DM BK
Available in

blackash

DM BK
Available in

chestnut

DA


